This paper presents the constrained directional enhancement filter designed for the AV1 royalty-free video codec. The in-loop filter is based on a non-linear low-pass filter and is designed for vectorization efficiency. It takes into account the direction of edges and patterns being filtered. The filter works by identifying the direction of each block and then adaptively filtering with a high degree of control over the filter strength along the direction and across it. The proposed enhancement filter is shown to improve the quality of the Alliance for Open Media (AOM) AV1 and Thor video codecs in particular in low complexity configurations.
For each block we determine the direction that best matches the pattern in the block by minimizing the sum of squared differences (SSD) between the quantized block and the closest perfectly directional block. A perfectly directional block is a block where all of the pixels along a line in one direction have the same value. For each direction, we assign a line number k to each pixel, as shown in Fig. 1 .
For each direction d, the pixel average for line k is
where xp is the value of pixel p, P d,k is the set of pixels in line k following direction d and N d,k is the cardinality of P d,k (for example, in Fig. 1 , N1,0 = 2 and N1,4 = 8). The SSD is then
Substituting (1) into (2) and simplifying results in
Note that the simplifications leading to (3) are the same as to those allowing a variance to be computed as σ 2
Considering that the first term of (3) is constant with respect to d, we find the optimal direction dopt by maximizing the second term: We can avoid the division in (5) by multiplying s d by 840, the least common multiple of the possible N d,k values (1 ≤ N d,k ≤ 8). When using 8-bit pixel data, and centering the values such that −128 ≤ xp ≤ 127, then 840s d and all calculations needed for s d fit in a 32-bit signed integer. For higher bit depths, we downscale the pixels to 8 bits during the direction search. Fig. 2 shows an example of a direction search for an 8 × 8 block containing a line. The step-by-step process is described in algorithm 1. To save on decoder complexity, we assume that luma and chroma directions are correlated, and only search the luma component. The same direction is used for the chroma components.
In total, the search for all 8 directions requires the following arithmetic operations:
1. The pixel accumulations in equation (5) can be implemented with 294 additions (reusing partial sums of adjacent pixels).
2. The accumulations result in 90 line sums. Each is squared, requiring 90 multiplies.
3. The s d values can be computed from the squared line sums with 34 multiplies and 82 additions.
Finding the largest s d value requires 7 comparisons.
The total is 376 additions, 124 multiplies and 7 comparisons. That is about two thirds of the number of operations required for the 8x8 IDCT in HEVC [5] . The code can be efficiently vectorized, with a small penalty due to the diagonal alignment, resulting in a complexity similar to that of an 8x8 IDCT.
NON-LINEAR LOW-PASS FILTER
CDEF uses a non-linear low-pass filter designed to remove coding artifacts without blurring sharp edges. It achieves this by selecting filter tap locations based on the identified direction, but also by preventing excessive blurring when the filter is applied across an edge. The latter is achieved through the use of a non-linear low-pass filter that deemphasizes pixels that differ too much from the pixel being filtered [6] . In one dimension, the non-linear filter is expressed as
where w k are the filter weights and f (d, S, D) is a constraint function operating on the difference between the filtered pixel and each of the neighboring pixels. For small differences, f (d, S, D) = d, making the filter in (6) behave like a linear filter. When the difference is large, f (d, S, D) = 0, which effectively ignores the filter Initialize all variables to zero for d = 0 to 7 do for i = 0 to 7 do for j = 0 to 7 do tap. The filter is parametrized by a strength S and a damping D:
The strength S controls the maximum difference allowed and the damping D controls the point where f (d, S, D) = 0. Fig. 3 illustrates the effect of the strength and damping on f (·). The function is anti-symmetric around d = 0.
Directional filter
The main reason for identifying the direction of the Section 2 is to align the filter taps along that direction to reduce ringing while preserving the directional edges or patterns. However, directional filtering alone sometimes cannot sufficiently reduce ringing. We also want to use filter taps on pixels that do not lie along the main direction. To reduce the risk of blurring, these extra taps are treated more conservatively. For this reason, CDEF defines primary taps and secondary taps. The primary taps follow the direction d, and the weights are shown in Fig. 4 . For the primary taps, the weights alternate for every other strength, so that the weights for strengths 1, 3, 5, etc. are different from the weights for strengths 2, 4, 6, etc. The secondary taps form a cross, oriented 45 • off the direction d and their weights are shown in Fig. 5 . The complete 2-D CDEF filter is expressed as where S (p) and S (s) and the strengths of the primary and secondary taps, respectively, and round(·) rounds ties away from zero.
Since the sum of all the primary and secondary weights exceed unity, it is possible (though rare) for the output y(i, j) to change by more than the maximum difference between the input and the neighboring values. This is avoided by explicitly clamping the filter output based on the neighboring pixels with non-zero weights: y clip (i, j) = min (ymax, max (ymin, y(i, j))) (9) ymin = min 
The direction, strength and damping parameters are constant over each 8 × 8 block being filtered. When processing the pixel at position (i, j), the filter is allowed to use pixels x(i + m, j + m) lying outside of the 8 × 8 block. If the input pixel lies outside of the frame (visible area), then the pixel is ignored (f (d, S, D) = 0). To maximize parallelism, CDEF always operates on the input (post-deblocking) pixels x(i, j) so filtered pixels are never reused for filtering other pixels. Fig. 5 . Secondary filter taps following direction d = 0 : 7. The filtered pixel is shown in gray.
Valid strengths and damping values
The strengths S (p) and S (s) and damping D must be set high enough to smooth out coding artifacts, but low enough to avoid blurring details in the image. For 8-bit content S (p) ranges between 0 and 15, and S (s) can be 0, 1, 2 or 4. D ranges from 3 to 6 for luma, and the damping value for chroma is always one less. D shall never be lower than the log 2 S to ensure that the exponent of 2 D− log 2 S in (7) never becomes negative. For instance, if for chroma S (p) = 15 and the luma damping is 3, the chroma damping shall also be 3 (and not 2) because log 2 S (p) = 3.
For bit depths greater than 8 bits, S (p) and S (s) are scaled according to the extra bit depth, and D is offset accordingly. For example, 12-bit content can have S (p) values of 0, 16, 32, ..., 240, and D ranges from 7 to 10. The strengths are scaled up after selecting the primary filter taps, so the taps still alternate, even though the scaling makes all values of S (p) even. Picking the optimal damping value is less critical than picking the optimal strengths. S (p) and S (s) are chosen independently for luma and chroma.
The signaled luma primary strength S (p) is adjusted for each 8 × 8 block using the directional_contrast value (v) computed in algorithm 1:
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, otherwise (13) The adjustment makes the filtering adapt to the amount of directional contrast and requires no signaling.
SIGNALING AND FILTER BLOCKS
The frame is divided into filter blocks of 64 × 64 pixels. Some CDEF parameters are signaled at the frame level, and some may be signaled at the filter block level. The following is signaled at the frame level: the damping D (2 bit), the number of bits used for filter block signaling (0-3, 2 bits), and a list of 1, 2, 4 or 8 presets. One preset contains the luma and chroma primary strengths (4 bits each), the luma and chroma secondary strengths (2 bits each), as well as the luma and chroma skip condition bits, for a total of 14 bits per preset. For each filter block, 0 to 3 bits are used to indicate which preset is used. The filter parameters are only coded for filter blocks that have some coded residual. Such "skipped" filter blocks have CDEF disabled. In filter blocks that do have some coded residual, any 8 × 8 block with no coded residual also has filtering disabled unless the skip condition bit is set in that filter block's preset.
Since the skip condition flag would be redundant in the case when both the primary and secondary filter strengths are 0, this combination has a special meaning. In that case, the block shall be filtered with a primary filter strength equal to 19, a secondary filter strength equal to 7, and the skip condition still set.
When the chroma subsampling differs horizontally and vertically, e.g., for 4:2:2 video, the filter is disabled for chroma, and the Table 1 . CDEF Bjøntegaard-delta [7] rate for the objective-1-fast test set in AWCY. The AV1 and Thor encoders were tested for a high-latency (HL) configuration, a real-time, low-latency (LL) configuration, as well as for low latency and low-complexity (LL+LC).
Encoding PSNR CIEDE PSNR-HVS SSIM MS-SSIM AV1 HL -1.08% -2.11% -0.15% -1.11% -0.44% AV1 LL -1.93% -2.88% -0.86% -1.96% -1.18% AV1 LL + LC -3.68% -4.54% -2.50% -4.15% -3.05% Thor HL -2.26% -3.13% -0.49% -2.75% -1.39% Thor LL -3.19% -5.18% -1.34% -3.31% -2.23% Thor LL + LC -6.17% -10.33% -4.13% -7.60% -6.11% Prefer CDEF No preference Prefer No CDEF Fig. 6 . Subjective A-B comparison results (with ties) for CDEF vs. no processing for the high-latency configuration.
chroma primary strength, the chroma skip condition flag and the chroma secondary strength are not signaled.
ENCODER SEARCH
On the encoder side, the search needs to determine both the frame level parameters (preset parameters, number of presets) and the filter block-level preset ID. Assuming the presets are already chosen, the ID for each non-skipped filter block is chosen by minimizing a distortion metric over the filter block. The simplest error metric is the sum of squared error (SSE), defined as D = s − d 2 , where s is a vector containing the source (uncoded) pixels for the filter block and d contains the decoded pixels, filtered using a particular preset. While SSE leads to good results overall, it sometimes causes excessive smoothing in non-directional textured areas (e.g. grass). Instead, we use a modified version of SSE that takes into account contrast in a similar way to the structural similarity (SSIM) metric [8] . The distortion metric is the sum over the filter block of the following 8 × 8 distortion function:
where σ 2 s and σ 2 d are the variances of s and d over the block and the constants are set to C1 = 6.25 and C2 = 312.5 for 8-bit depth. Using (14) degrades PSNR results, but improves visual quality. Since the distortion metric is only used in the encoder, it is not normative.
There are many possible strategies for choosing the presets for the frame, depending on the acceptable complexity requirements and whether the encoder is allowed to make two passes through the frame. In the two-pass case, the first step is to measure the distortion D b,p for each filter block b, for each combination p of S (p) , S (s) and skip condition bit (16 × 4 × 2 = 128 parameter combinations) and for each plane. Once the distortion values are computed, the goal is to find the two sets of presets P luma and P chroma that minimize the rate-distortion cost 15) where N is the cardinality of P luma and P chroma and B is the number of filter blocks. While we are not aware of polynomial-time algorithms to find the global minimum, we have found that a greedy search can produce near-optimal results. With the greedy search, we start by finding the optimal presets for N = 1 and then increment N by finding the optimal preset to add while keeping the alreadyselected presets 1..N − 1 constant. If the encoder can afford the complexity, it is possible to improve on the purely greedy search by iteratively re-optimizing one preset at a time.
The high complexity version of the search described above typically results in less than 1% of the encoding time. Still, for low complexity operation, it is possible to reduce the search complexity by only considering a subset of the 128 possible presets. This results in only a small loss (< 0.1% Bjøntegaard-delta rate).
The damping value may be determined from the quantizer alone, with larger damping values used for larger quantizers.
RESULTS
We tested CDEF with the Are We Compressed Yet [9] online testing tool using the AV1 and Thor [10, 11] codecs, both still in development at the time of writing. Bjøntegaard-delta rate (BD-rate) results for PSNR, PSNR-HVS [12] , CIEDE2000 [13] , SSIM [8] , and MS-SSIM [14] are shown in Table 1 for the objective-1-fast test set. These results reflect the gains in the codebases for git SHA's e200b28 [15] (8 th August 2017) and b5e5cc5 [16] (21 st October 2017) for AV1 and Thor respectively.
Subjective tests conducted on AV1 for the high-latency configuration show a statistically significant (p < .05) improvement for 3 out of 6 clips, as shown in Fig. 6 . Considering that it usually takes in the order of 5% improvement in BD-rate to obtain such statistically significant results, and the tested configuration is the one with the smallest BD-rate improvement, we believe the visual improvement is higher than the BD-rate results suggest.
The objective results show that CDEF performs better when encoding with fewer tools and simpler search algorithms. In some sense, CDEF "competes" for the same gains as some other coding tools. Considering that CDEF is significantly less complex to encode than many of the AV1 tools, it provides a good way of reducing the complexity of an encoder. In terms of decoder complexity, CDEF represents between 3% and 10% of the AV1 decoder (depending on the configuration).
CONCLUSION
We have demonstrated CDEF, an effective in-loop filtering algorithm for removing coding artifacts in the AV1 and Thor video codecs. The filter is able to effectively remove artifacts without causing blurring through a combination of direction-adaptive filtering and a non-linear filter with signaled parameters. Objective results show a bit-rate reductions up to 4.5% on AV1 and 10.3% on Thor. These results are confirmed by subjective testing.
CDEF should be applicable to other video codecs as well as image codecs. In the case of AV1, an open questions that remains is how to optimally combine its search with that of "Loop Restoration" [17] , another in-loop enhancement filter in AV1.
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